Rapid Marine
Padeyes

RAPID
PADEYES

KEY
FEATURES

Introducing the award winning Rapid
Padeye. Short listed for the prestigious
International DAME award at the Marine
Equipment Trade Show in Amsterdam.

- Load tested to 750kg

The very latest in tender safety is the
Flush Fitting or Low Profile Rapid Padeye.
Load tested to 750kg, our Flush Fitting
and Low Profile Rapid Padeyes are
engineered with a weather tight spring
loaded seal designed to prevent any water
or debris from entering the padeye.

- Flush Fitting Padeye fits flush in the deck

The Rapid Padeye is easy to install,
simply to attach, insert-push-turn,
to release, push-turn-remove.
We recommend at least 3 padeyes
to secure a 500kg Tender or Jetski,
and 4 padeyes with 35mm straps
for Tenders up to 1500kg.
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- Low Profile Padeye sits
5mm above the deck

- Weather tight spring loaded seal
- Easy to install
- Available in 25mm and 35mm
Polyester webbing
- To attach: push - turn - release
- To remove: push - turn - remove
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TECHNICAL
SPECIFICATION
Sits 5mm on the deck

Low Profile Padeyes
- Sits 5mm on the deck
- Stainless 316 steel Padeye plate
- Corking surround
- Designed for GRP or flybridges
when space is limited
- Trip hazard free bathing platform
Flush Fitting Padeyes
- Sits flush in the deck
- Stainless 316 steel Padeye plate
- Trip hazard free bathing platform

Low Profile Padeye

Attachment key
- Insert the stainless T-shaped key into
the Flush or Low Profile fitting spring
chamber and rotate 90 degrees
- Provides strong attachments for
safe stowage of Tenders and Jetskis

Flush Fitting Padeye
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“My experience with Rapid Marine was truly first class,
a friendly professional team who extols the virtues of old
fashioned customer service.The products are absolutely
first class. The pictures don’t do justice to the quality
of build and finish. I personally fitted the Universal
Chocks and Flush Padeyes, easy to fit and the finished
project looked superb! Thanks Rapid Marine Team.”

Low Profile Padeye Kits
Available in packs of three or four
in Grey or Black

- Mr.Whittaker
(Fitted to a Bavaria Yacht)

Low Profile Padeye
Flush Fitting Padeye Kits
Available in packs of three or four
in Grey or Black

Flush Fitting Padeye

(Kits are supplied with Snaptoggle fixings)
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W: www.rapidmarine.co.uk

E: sales@rapidmarine.co.uk

T: +44 (0)1752 345 911

